Assembly & Installation Instructions for Collapsible 2-Bow
Bimini Top For Inflatable Boats & Small Fishing Boats
4250/4251 Parts List

Where Used

Item

✓

Your new Bimini Top is fully enclosed in a sealed plastic sleeve. Remove the plastic
sleeve and discard. All components are contained in the zippered storage boot with
convenient carrying handle.

✓

✓

1.

Unzip the storage boot, remove all components and set storage boot aside.

✓

✓

2.

Open the canvas so that the underneath side (the side with the label) is facing up
and the ends of the center bow sections are facing out.

3.

Identify the A-Bow (has attached jaw slides, see photo below). Be sure that the
screw heads on the jaw slides are FACING OUT, lock into place by depressing
the internal spring button stop and sliding it into the tubing until it seats in the
pre-drilled hole.

4.

Assemble the B-Bows (without jaw slides) connecting as in Step 3.

5.

Connect the assembled long bow to the assembled short bow. Remove the
screws from the jaw slides on the long bow. Raise the legs of the long and short
bows until they meet. Insert the inside eye ends on the short bow into the jaw
slides on the long bow. The inside eye ends are designed to pivot slightly to
ensure alignment into the jaw slide. Re-install the jaw slide screws.

6.

Invert Bimini Top to the upright position. Your top is now ready to install!

*I/B

(12) No. 10 Screws - 1” Length
(4) Black, 1” Polypropylene
Hold-Down Straps (pre-installed)
(1) Bimini Top Canvas
(2) Universal Deck Hinges (pre-drilled)

**F/B

✓

(2) Stainless Steel Quick Release Pins
with Lanyard (Attached to Top)

✓

(4) Eye Straps

✓
✓

(1) Storage Boot

✓

✓

*Inflatable Boat **Fishing Boat
Minimum Tools Needed: Drill with 9/64” bit, a Phillips head
screwdriver and pencil.
Also helpful: Tape measure or other measuring device.

Universal
Deck Hinges

Bimini Top Assembly Instructions for All Applications

Eye Straps

No. 10 Screws

How to Prolong the Life of
Your Bimini Top
•

Avoid letting water or snow stand on the
top.

•

Always travel with top in the stored
position.

•

Allow Bimini Top to dry thoroughly
before folding for storage.

Cleaning & Care Instructions
To keep your canvas looking its best,
regularly brush off any loose dirt with a
soft brush and rinse with lukewarm water
(100° F maximum). To clean, a solution of
lukewarm water and mild natural soap such
as Ivory™ may be used. Rinse thoroughly
and allow to air dry. The use of detergents
is NOT recommended as it may diminish
the water repellent finish on certain fabrics.
Never machine wash, dry clean or iron the
canvas. To spot clean stubborn soil or
stains, a solution of 1/4 cup mild natural soap
and 1 cup of bleach per gallon of lukewarm
water may be used. Mist the soiled area
and clean vigorously with a sponge, soft
brush or clean towel. Rinse thoroughly and
air dry. Always fold down and secure Bimini
Top in the stored position when trailering
your boat.

Mounting Bimini Top to Your Inflatable Boat
NOTE: Inflatable boat mounting hardware is sold separately.
If you are replacing an existing Bimini Top, no mounting hardware should be needed. If
this is a new installation, inflatable boat mounting kits for this Bimini Top are available.
Check our website at www.CarverCovers.com for details.

Dismount Instructions for All Applications
Disengage the hold down straps from the eye straps and remove A-bow from the
deck hinges by removing both quick release pins.
Disengage the legs of the A & B Bow by depressing the internal spring button stop
and pulling the metal apart. Wrap hold down straps around the straight legs. Wrap
canvas around remaining metal center pieces, insert legs inside storage boot with
canvas and zip up.
CAUTION: When knocking down your Bimini Top for storage, be cautious putting
the legs and canvas into the boot to avoid possibility of tearing the canvas.
A-Bow

Fishing Boat Installation On Reverse
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Installing the Bimini Top on the Boat
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